For all the care devoted to this manuscript, the acknowledgments remains a section where things won’t sound good enough. Appreciative words can’t do justice to my enduring gratitude for the people without whom the book wouldn’t exist.

Susan Brison, Richard Leppert, and Alexander Rehding imparted the vital spirit I needed to trace this project from beginning to end. At the University of Michigan Press, editor Mary Francis trusted in the book early on and presciently knew what it could become long before its fulfillment. For insightful copyediting and smooth production at the Press, I thank Richard Isomaki, Marcia LaBrenz, and Christopher Dreyer. Two anonymous reviewers went to remarkable lengths to recommend diverse improvements.
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Landau lent her gorgeous art for the cover. Susan McClary generously took the time to pen a profound and vibrant foreword.
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Final and always thanks go to Chris Schepici, my parents, and family, whose love makes life good.

Brief excerpts from Just Vibrations appeared in recent articles for Slate, Huffington Post, Washington Post, and Musicology Now.